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retailers' with connect to even and colleagues, or classmates with communicate
family, and friends with up keep to communication synchronous online using
to accustomed more grown have alike users and librarians emerged, first services these
since years the In widespread. ubiquitous, not if are, services (VR) reference Virtual
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transaction. reference virtual the in instruction
providing towards attitudes librarians' on or transaction reference virtual the during instruction
literacy information either on specifically focuses that literature limited is There Originality/value
programs. reference virtual for implications
staffing and/or policy have also may Findings practice. individual improving as we!! as training
reference virtual consortial or institutional for useful be will Findings implications Practical
reference. virtual provide currently not do who librarians of attitudes
the explore not does survey the and settings library special or public to applicability its limiting
potentially libraries, academic from are respondents Most limitations/implications Research
practices. reference and pedagogy
unique require might that environment reference virtual the of characteristics some highlight
to used is communication mediated computer in control on study Muncer's and Made!! and search
exploratory of concept Marchionini's of Discussion barriers. and concerns identify also but encounter,
reference virtual the during instruction providing in value see surveyed librarians The Findings
scale. Likert six-point a using references virtual about
statements with disagreement or agreement rate to asked are respondents information demographic
gathering to addition In software. reference virtual via instruction providing towards attitudes about
surveyed are services reference virtual provide who Librarians Design/methodology/approach
literature. relevant review to and transactions reference virtual
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2.0 Library the and Libraries, Meebo Section, Instruction ACRL the to belonging
groups Facebook of "walls" the to posted messages of combination a using recruited
was software reference virtual integrated and/or messaging instant using assistance
reference provide who participants of sample convenience A SurveyMonkey.
service web subscription the using survey web-based a created authors The

Methodology
2008. Spring, in survey a conducted we area, this in attitudes and skills
own their perceive librarians how understand to begin To
environment. virtual the
in learn patrons help to necessary attitude the and skills the have librarians whether
is explored adequately been not perhaps has What transaction. reference virtual
the in belongs instruction that idea the to resistance of documentation any, if little, be
to appears There search? to how users virtual teaching resist librarians might Why
so. did instruction provide
to chance the had who librarians the of percent) (31.7 one-third than less opportunity,
this Despite transaction. the during guidance instructional some provided have
could librarian the that meaning transcripts, the of three-quarters almost in relevant
was measure this that determined researchers The 14). p. 2006, Tucker-Raymond,
and (Hyde strategy." or process search the including guidance, instructional
some provided or offered librarian "[tjhe whether at looked that one including
measures, performance 19 using transcripts, of months nine examined researchers
The service. reference digital statewide Oregon's L-Net, for services reference
virtual providing librarians of performance the evaluate to transcripts reference
virtual of analysis an used Tucker-Raymond and Hyde study, 2006 their In
query. complex a navigate patron a help less much interview, reference a manage
to them allow to simplistic too simplistic, inherently is tools online other or messaging
instant using communication that believe librarians some that suggest (2007) Long and
Steiner how." me show you "can like phrases using by instruction invited specifically
had patron the when even sources, the found they how indicating even without
students at resources pushed simply librarians transactions some In librarians. the
from came search to how students teaching to resistance the sometimes that found also
they Oddly, transactions. reference virtual during learning in interested often are least,
at students,
(2006)
that
found
Graves
and
Desai
interaction. online an in search to how
learn to motivation patron's or
student's
the is consideration important Another
capabilities. co-browsing any of advantage
taking without even transactions reference virtual appropriate of percent 80 over
in provided already was instruction because and software co-browsing with difficulties
technical frequent were there because both services, reference virtual library
their of patrons for instruction in increase an in result not did co-browsing that found
They perspective. alternative an offer (2006) Desai and Graves Web." the on anywhere
patron the escort to capability "the includes that software on depends encounter
reference virtual a of part as instruction provide to desire" and "ability librarian's the
that claiming further, goes 226) p. (2006, Moyo trouble. into runs student a when and
how know will librarian the way only the is software co-browsing that suggests (2005)
Woodard evidence. on based conclusion a as than truism a as stated often more is idea
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Respondents scale. Likert six-point a using reference virtual about statements with
disagreement or agreement their rate to respondents asked that questions 15 included
section This services. reference virtual toward attitudes librarians'
about
capture to designed items 15 to devoted was survey the of body main information
The libraries.
respondents' in services reference of philosophy the about and software, reference
virtual integrated and/or messaging instant of use respondents' about worked,
respondents which in librar(ies) of type the about items included survey The
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the with disagreed percent) (55 librarians of majority small A reference. virtual provide
to use they tools the about attitudes their in divided evenly fairly are Librarians
tools VR about Attitudes
not." or library the in here they're whether learn, to want don't users 'most' - learn
to want don't users chat/IM that not "It's problematic: is others than different are users
reference virtual assuming that agrees view, cynical more a with respondent, Another
more." learn to, time the have and to, want they when clarification or details or steps
more for ask to continue will and learn to want they if on hang users that found have
instead but difficult very part teaching the make would reference virtual type meebo
thought "I learn: to willingness their show users that ways the out points respondent
one comments, open the In themselves". for search to how learn to want don't services
reference virtual use who "people statement: the with disagreed respondents of
percent 79 hurry, a in are users reference virtual believe many though Interestingly,
first." else everywhere looked they've when reference virtual to come people
of lot a seems "it saying answer, their on elaborated so did who One place. first the
in statement the with disagreed respondents of percent 37 course, of And, answers!"
quick need all we Sometimes seekers. information of characteristic bad a is this think
don't I that clear be to want "I noting, by response "agree" an clarified One providers.
the for or service the for problem, a as service speedy for desire a see not do Others
appropriately." system the use who users for service
lower in results
... quality are
which burnout librarian virtual to contribute sometimes
rushed
who "users
librarian: the on impact the on focused comments of set Another assists". patron dirty
and quick the of worst "the reference virtual calling itself, service the for implications
negative has service speedy for desire users' that believe Some environment. virtual the
in teach to ability their to means statement the what about agree to likely less are they
statement, the with agree may librarians while that reveal also comments open The
information. [sic] enought have they think they when warning without disappear
will they and answers, quick want often They patrons. live do than hurry a in more much
be to seem VR in Patrons patron. the of impatience the by driven often is reference {v]irtual

comments: open-ended
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with agreed percent) (63 Most answers". quick for looking are services reference virtual
use who
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the
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provide to trying about attitudes and YR, provide to use librarians tools the about
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into grouped were responses attitudinal The survey. the and reference virtual both
about insights, additional provided librarians 55 and open, completely was question
final The clarifications. additional provided 78 of total A responses. their of any clarify
to librarians allowed first The questions. open-ended two by followed was statements
attitudinal of list The scale. Likert six-point a using reference virtual about statements
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reference good a do to *harder* isn't "It interview. reference the complicating
factor major a as time response in delays mentioned respondents Several patron."
the from clues audio and visual of absence the is interview reference virtual a about
harder thing only "The many: of views the up summed commenter One reference.
virtual deliver to used tools specific the of independently exist that communication
computer-mediated in inherent difficulties are there librarians some for that
above, discussed conclusion, Long's and Steiner supports This interview". reference
face-to-face good a do to is it than interview reference virtual good a do to harder
"it's statement: the with agreed percent) (71 respondents of majority strong A
it. without do to how learn to had has one when "essential" something call to difficult
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to
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to
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essential
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the with
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may failures These
of
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patrons for clunky so was it then and end library the on technically work to it getting
time hard a had we and software co-browsing a use to used "We work: to co-browsing
get to trying face they problems technical the discussed librarians
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the
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that
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four-year from librarians search, teach effectively to important are co-browsing like
factors whether asking item the On search. teach to way best the about assumptions
different some reveal these of Two interest. of be would librarians public among
rate response higher a with project similar a that suggest that patterns some revealed
cross-tabulations correlation, meaningful for allow to small too far was libraries public
from survey particular this to responded who librarians of population the While
agree. to tend TM use never or rarely who Those new". something do
to how users my teach to try I when way the in getting technology the with problems
about worry I reference, virtual doing I'm "When statement: the with disagree to
tend weekly or daily messaging instant use who Those one. of exception the with items
attitudinal the of any with correlate not did friends and colleagues with communicate
to IM of use Regular opportunity. teaching a as YR using about attitudes positive
express to likely more be would flow communication regular their of part as messaging
instant using comfortable very was who librarian a that hypothesized also We
again. service YR their use to users their expect not do they that suggest
might which statement, the with disagree to tend systems integrated use who those
while agree, to likely more are use own their for weekly or daily IM use who librarians
case, this In problems". into run they when again service the use they'll assume
I because search to how about everything clients reference virtual my teach to need
I like feel don't "I item: the about responses of pattern the is interesting more little A
new." something do to how users my teach to try I when way the in getting technology
the with problems about worry I reference, virtual doing I'm "When statement:
the with disagree to tend exclusively tools messaging instant use who librarians while
transaction, reference a during failing tools their about concern express to likely more
are alone systems YR integrated use who librarians that revealed Cross-tabulations
interactions. complex more or longer, for YR using about particularly concerns,
or attitudes negative express to likely more be would systems YR
integrated used only
who
that
librarians
Specifically,
services.
reference
virtual
about
attitudes
librarian's
a on impact an have would YR provide to used
tools
the
that
hypothesized
We
inquiry. of
lines further suggest these emerge; did patterns interesting few A unlikely. significance
statistical made sizes sample small others in but variables, the across disagreement
or agreement strong was there cases some In relationships. significant statistically any
reveal not did cross-tabulations The tools. messaging instant with experience personal
librarian's the and service, YR provide to uses librarian the tools the type, library
variables: following the with performed were cross-tabulations statements, attitudinal
these with disagreement or agreement predict might that variables identify To

Correlations
effectively." that do to how out figured
haven't just I search, to how users teaching for medium effective an be could TM think
"I wrote, respondent One transaction. reference virtual the in learning and teaching at
aimed specifically training or practice more for need a towards point comments Some
essential is it see to able being - more student the helps actually that
doesn't that something try I when times many are there encounter face to face a in but
-work
handy in come does that and users] [the without things try can I when times are there

very is it reference,
virtual
providing
librarian
the
For
learning.
and
inquiry
support
to searching or search," "exploratory from distinguished be must but
important,
is search," "lookup calls he which search, known-item that argues (2006) Marchionini
items. known finding beyond far go often can however, search, Teaching
\TR. in search teach to impossible even or hard, is it that conclusion a and failure
of source the as patron the of impatience the or tools the of limitations the on focus a as
manifest can This need. user's the meet to take to route appropriate the is it decide they
as even opportunity
a
may
instructional
missed
is
transaction
the
that
feel
themselves
it do to how them showing of instead patron the for number call a find
simply
and user" the of time the "save to decides who librarian A interaction. face-to-face
a in search known-item a do to how someone
tell or show to take would it than longer
a
can
much
librarian
take
instructions
step-by-step
Typing
comments.
open-ended
up
the in factors
many so
time-related
brought
librarians
that
simple
relatively
is search known-item the
may
because
precisely
be
it
want.
fact,
In
they
information
the get to procedure the through user that
to
guide
how
know
always
nearly we it, do
to decide we not or Whether information. type ready-referenceof piece
discrete a wants
who patron the or article actual the to get to how out figure quite can't but citation a
has who student the like searches known-item true the course, of are, There "search." to
someone
to means
teach
it
to
what
about
think
important
particularly is it transactions
reference virtual during
to means
teach
it
what
about talk really to order In
teaching. virtual of challenges the
handle to equipped ill is that itself technology the but patrons, the not and librarians,
the not is it that conclude some ambivalence, this resolve to trying
in
that
surprising
not
is
It
reference.
virtual
in
to
instruction
effective
jump
the
made
have
librarians
that
say to willing not are
nor
they
but
instruction,
devalue
patrons,
to want not
discredit
do they that impression an is
there
Overall,
environment.
virtual
the
in search teaching
a as
about ambivalence librarians'
reflect
whole,
taken
comments,
and responses The
search Exploratory

Discussion
librarians. public and academic between
differences
interesting
some
measure
reveal
might
to
significance
enough
large
sizes
sample
with project a
that suggest
are
they
and
interesting
they
significant,
statistically
from
far are patterns
more
these While disagree. to
were
likely
noticeably
libraries
public and colleges
community from those while statement,
agree to
were universities and
that
with
likely
colleges four-year at Librarians community. user
came patron the
library's
the
from
if search to patron a teach to time the take to likely more be would librarian
the whether
asked that item an on type library on based division also was there Predictably,
scale. the of side "agree" the on cluster
to tended they item this on
responses,
more
though
diverse
had
again
librarians
college
Community disagree. to likely more were librarians public while statement, that
with
agree to tendency solid a showed schools
four-year at Librarians searches. librarian the
as along" "follow to users reference
virtual allow routinely to important is it if asked
were librarians when emerged pattern
similar very A pattern. any without scattered
are responses librarians' college community
Interestingly, agree. to tended libraries
public from peers their while disagree, to tendency clear a had universities and colleges
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develop to is instruction literacy information of goal deeper the Instead, tools.
library using in lesson a require may asks student the question specific the when even
itself, in end an not is resources library use to students teaching many, To literacy?
information of layers conceptual more the towards patrons and students guiding in
part a play librarians should or resources library and library the using to related skills
to simply limited be role that Should role. teaching librarian's the about librarianship
instruction in conversations ongoing the to deeply more relates challenge This
conversation. face-to-face in
is it than text in shelf the on book a find to how explain to harder much is It time. long a
take does it and challenging, is it collections, or spaces physical the to tied are specifics
those when especially library, particular a of specifics the understand users help
to used is reference virtual When important. is library, their to unique systems specific
the understand to need users that making, is librarian this that assumption The
clarification.
or guidance quick some for asking is and system library the
with familiar already
is user the when effective most is It reference. telephone even or face-to-face for substitute
good a is it think don't I but have, to service great a potentially a is reference virtual

said: librarian One
again. needs information their explain to have they as
process search their disrupting another, find and librarian one with work to
expecting
service the to back come might user a Similarly, systems. reference virtual many
in matter difficult more a is patron a "handing-off' over, takes librarian next the before
transaction a finish to rush librarian a make can changes shift Scheduled picture.
the complicate also desk reference physical the replicate that models Staffing
need. of point another reach they when later minutes 40 or 30 20, back come may
who users to available easily themselves keep to open sessions leaving from librarians
discouraging of effect side the have also might but control quality and statistics
for well works transferred or lost answered, been has it if deciding question, every
resolve to librarians design software or policy by whether Requiring beginning. is
search exploratory user's the as just session the out close may they then so, do to them
requires using are they system the if or one, next the to on moving before completed be
must transaction
reference
each
that
note
believe
librarians
if
that
to
important
is
It
time.
everyone saving off, left interaction reference last the
up
resources
where
pick
and
of track keep librarian the and patron the both help to system the by logged
be
might conversations Previous interrupting. or hovering without accessible there, right
new a
still is
or
librarian
the
arises,
question
If
citations.
links
following
results,
search
through
patron
open,
can
independently
working
off
the
with
left
be
session
chat
A facilitate. to librarians for easier process,
a search,
non-linear
and
time-consuming
from learning make to potential the has technology same that difficult, and
clunky
seem searches simple teaching make can reference
virtual of technology the Where
all. at exists it if blurry, is search from learning and search to learning
between line the process search exploratory an in engaged someone For whole. larger
a of piece one just is request
process.
find"
I
do
"how
single
Their
exploratory
complex
more larger, a in engaged often are question of
a
kind
lookup
simple,
with
librarian
the
to themselves present who users those Even distinction. this understand to
important

-

-

their of pieces which decide can They pace. own their at responses formulate and time
their take can user the reference, virtual for use we tools the With 2007). Muncer, and
(Madell interactions communicative over control of share their take to them allow tools
these because communication for email even or messaging, instant messaging, text like
young
media prefer may
suggests studies communication in Research
people
that
help. to ready screen computer the on sitting way,
literal more even an in role side" the on "guide the on take can librarian the reference
virtual In way. the along questions with desk the to come will process learning active
an in engaged student the hoping present, be can librarian the reference face-to-face
In classroom. the in happens what over control some up give must librarians students,
for experiences classroom student-centered active, authentic, create To programs.
literacy information effective of part necessary a as experiences real-life to tied
and student-centered collaborative, active, are that pedagogies identifies 2003) (ALA's,
Practices Best Illustrate that Literacy Information of Programs of Characteristics
Libraries Research & College of Association The instruction. library on impact
strong a had have learning experiential or hands-on, active, towards trends These
35). p. 1993, (King, century twenty-first the of challenges the with effectively
deal can they that so solvers problem creative and thinkers critical become them helps and
knowledge of production the toward knowledge of reproduction the from away move to
themselves for think to them helps experiences learning active such in students our Engaging

-

-

learners: independent become
students those helps experiences learning active through students guiding concludes,
she As here. useful very is that metaphor influential highly a is side" the on "guide
a as works who teacher the of description 1993 King's, Alison pedagogies. engaging
active, favor that trends learning, and teaching in trends larger with consistent
also is search exploratory from, learn and in, engage to students Teaching
learning. and inquiry own their for
responsibility take students helping instruction: literacy information of purpose larger
the though, Consider, counter-intuitive. bit a is opportunity teaching a as transaction
the use to easier it make might patron the with transaction the over control sharing
that idea The workstation. patron nearby a of lack the like interaction, reference a from
away patron a force might that barriers physical no and behind, sit to desk no is There
patron. the and librarian the between balanced more much is transaction reference
virtual a in power The librarian. the from away interaction reference the of control the
shifts it medium: the with have librarians discomfort lingering the of some explain to
help also may that reason additional an for reference face-to-face traditional than own
their on search to users our teaching to suited better be fact, in may, reference Virtual
control and Power

terms. broad very in services reference
for goals instruction their about think to librarian the pushes and intriguing, is process,
complex a in engaged is student the as way, organic an in this do to ability librarian's
a
facilitate
might
reference
virtual
that
idea
The
search.
exploratory
from, learn and in,
engage to students teach to is instruction literacy information of goal a words,
other In
106). p. 2004, (Ellis, gained" they information or knowledge the through understanding
an fonnulating for responsibility assume to willing are] [who "students/users
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